A.S. President Comes Out of Closet
Jenn Clown a Bush fan; Council is speechless

Johnny Bottregokey
KIPUS Report

A.S. President Jenn Clown shocked the world today by announcing her intent to work full time in the Bush 2004 re-election campaign, and by proposing a resolution stating that every politically-motivated resolution the council has passed this year was a waste of time that could have been better spent scheduling yet another high school conference for queer people of color.

"Did you think I actually meant all that garbage I said?" Clown said. "What, do you think I'm some kind of ignorant dipshit or something?"

Clown's reputation among the UC San Diego community has primarily been as an avid leftist whose inclinations led many to believe she was devoid of any human intelligence. A red, white and blue-clad Clown explained after the meeting that she has always been a very patriotic Republican, but finds life ahead of me to be a Republican, as will most of these dumb Commies once they wise up," Clown said. "Besides, there are some really hot guys working at the Che Café."

Clown's resolution, if passed, will basically nullify each and every single resolution the council has passed this year, as well as any the council may pass in the future.

"Whereas we have no power to implement any of the resolutions we have ever passed, they are only symbolic of our worthlessness as an institution, kind of like the United Nations.

Therefore, be it firmly resolved that the A.S. is a completely powerless, bureaucratic institution whose only purpose is to humor students into believing they have any say in university affairs whatsoever.

Clown says the resolution only falls short of abolishing the council permanently because it is indispensable as a resume padder and talking point at college parties.

"Do you have any idea how many grad schools are trying to recruit me just because I'm the president of something? I mean, jeez, even the College Dems president can get into grad school somewhere, and maybe even find a job someday."

The council's reaction was lukewarm, at best.

"You know, really doesn't help my presidential chances," said Vice-President Kevin Tsu, who's involved in a tight presidential race. "When she told me she was talking to See "Clown Likes Bush" on pg. 3

Che Cafe Prepares to Invade UCSD

Angry vegan peaceniks vow violence in name of peace

Dee Jay
Bygga Maxiire

Che Cafe spokesman Moe P. Neese announced that the members of the Che Cafe Collective are planning an assault on UCSD sometime during the first week of the quarter. Armed with vegan burgers and vegan dogs, their outrage over the Bush administration's choice to invade Iraq has finally pushed these peaceful Marxist wusses over the edge.

"I don't understand why they feel the need to take their anger of the Bush administration out on UCSD," Chancellor Dynes said in a press release. "We have done nothing wrong. Like the university code says, we're a bunch of mindless pacifists and don't support Bush's war, yet the Che still feels the need to lash out. It's just so mean, and in total violation of the Principles of Community.

Their plans were first discovered by a UCSD College Republicans' operative who had infiltrated the group. The Collective has since gone public, surely in an attempt to get the administration to back off like they did last year.

"As students may remember, it was tough trying to get the Che Cafe to take links to terrorist organizations down from their university-hosted Web site," said Nicholas S. Aguilar, Director of Student Policies and Judicial Affairs. "I asked and they refused. What was I going to do then? I couldn't possibly challenge them again; I mean, aside from terrorism, they represent everything that's good about America.

swallowing peaceniks are incapable of inflicting any harm to UCSD," he said.

The Che has challenged this notion, vowing to demonstrate a "shock and awe" vegan-littering campaign that will "overwhelm the campus" and inevitably require students to eat vegan for years to come.

"I think it's all about the money," said an economics professor who wished to remain anonymous. "When they force the campus to go vegan, they will be the only vegan-producing business on campus. Bingo, money out the yin-yang."

A sociology professor said that is highly dubious.

"Saying the Che is in for the money is absurd," she said. "They are Marxists. And like true Marxists, they are anti-capitalists. No one should have to pay for food, unless they're Republicans.

Whether or not their assault is all about the money, the eye sore that comes with tons of vegan food welcoming students back to UCSD will be hard to clean up.

Forces have been called up by the administration from the many campus meal-halls. Doris, a worker at Sierra Summit, will be one of the first into the fray.

"I can't imagine what it will be like," she said. "I mean, cleaning up trays when people bump into each other is fine, but cleaning up lots of it, and it's vegan food - I'm scared."

"Don't be scared" quipped Paul, another Sierra Summit member. See "Che Morons" on pg. 3
Clown Impeached, Paulson New President

Binge. "Clown said," Unfortunately for her, and A.S., for that matter, Clown, she loses amount to close to one million dollars. When asked about her losses, Clown replied, "Hey, sometimes you win and sometimes you lose. But for about the last year I've been losing. I'm just waiting for my lucky break." One of her gambling partners, "Hot Lips" Phillips, R.D. of Clown, she is on one half of a good team, but can't play Bingers worth a damn. Phillips went on to talk about Brown's anger problem: "I once saw her bite the finger of this little old man named Lloyd, yelling, 'Motherfucker that's my motherfucking hand!'" The old man named Lloyd, whose full name is Lloyd Benjamin, said, of the incident, "All I can remember was saying 'Binges,' and then she hit me. She really packed a wallop, knocking my fake teeth out of my mouth, and knocking my hearing aid out of my ear." Paulson also said, "There will be a full out investigation into the Clown matter." Paulson also said that Sixth
college will be named Ronald Reagan College, and that Eleanor Roosevelt Roosevelt College will be renamed Theodore Roosevelt College. Quarity President Paulson. "Enough of this preseason nonsense now. College also is going to be history." When asked what position Paulson had for the vacant post, Paulson said, "Not exactly sure, either a Sylphys or anything else that preposterous globalization and capitalism. Well, we might just turn down, pass on the assets and dump off the rest." In regards to his predecessor, Paulson also said, "I'll bet that Clown will be pronounced to the fullest extent of the law, and I will not grant her a pardon." The vast majority of protests began with the A.S. Council in Review. "It's the only way to do things, to have a full out investigation into the Clown matter. We're going to do it by the book."

Clown Likes Bush

Continued from page 1
Another Kevin Tsa about naming for president, I thought
she said she was just kidding. Deming. I'm still under legal contract to
move her assets for the next 11 years since she got me into
office." Others on the Clown backed off their leader, at a presser:
"I don't really know anything about politics, but I'm
told that if I move allegiance to her, she'd get me elected and
do my job for me, so I have to believe she's making the right choices here," says Warren J. San. Jennifer Westonfill.

Clown’s job with the Bush campaign will center on mobilizing the college vote; for the predecessor in the 2000
campaign, Vice Vesper, speaks very highly of her. "While everyone thought
she was this bitter hatred between the two of us, nothing could have been further from the truth," Vesper said. "Jean and I would go out for drinks and discuss incredibly stupid things for her to say to try to prove to
see how many people would actually support her. It was basically to gauge the icy
fingers of A.U.C.A.

Clown will take a special

Irritation in mobilizing the minority vote, which tends to vote
Democrat. "I figure it won't be that
difficult because minority
students seem to believe everything I tell them is best for them," Clown said. "They even believed me when I
promised them about Kwanzaa being my favorite holiday, come on now!"

As ambitions as Clown has been at A.U.C.A., she is definitely looking to settle things down after college.

"I'm really looking forward to spreading the rest of my days
harvested and pregnant in my husband’s kitchen."

The Good and the Caliph

The UC San Diego Disengagement

Cuban boy can’t keep copy editor

The Disengagement has criticized this year numerous grammatical errors that she has
undone past copy readers, as well as fail not being liberal enough to adequately
represent a college campus. Editor-in-Chief Bill Woodward hopes to remedy
both situations with the recent hiring.

"I know Elia’s primary language is Spanish, but his writing sample
demonstrates the high grasp of the English
good as is our copy reader, if not better." Woodward said.

"We want a REAL minority, not some
second tier editor." Campbells also noted that Clown’s
capacity to carry a pen is sufficient to
promote the structure it flanks. Thus.

Woodward’s is the UCSD’s Disengagement to be a moment in
carry the will of the nation when the
end of the line.

"I’m really looking forward
to spending the rest of my days
harvested and pregnant in my husband’s kitchen.

Third Terrace, 8th floor, 1116 Gifford.

Thumbs Up

- Terms limits weren’t affected, so A.S. slaves will be gon’ go way free. - Revelin San. Armen Yusemian. Her politics go on a handshake, but the make up for it by wearing3/4 pant suits has no council meeting.

- Warren Scott. Sen. Kristen Bowen, for helping Darby pass Earth science 20, you have done a great service to the conservative movement.

- ERC Chair Harris, for being a worthy adversary in drunken shouting matches.

- Our college gym kids, for your resolutions provide us with free fitness center.

Thumbs Down

- VP Internal Kevin Hill, for trying to knuckle Kvas’s lifelong dream of
becoming a A.S. President.


- Our council should have fought harder to prevent money from being taken away
from minority outreach programs. (USCD may recover the reduction in
"Queen People of Color" high school conferences.

- For all the talk about restrooms for transsexuals, they didn’t parade one of them up
the line. I just keep hoping that that

A.S. Council in Review

The Good and the Caliph

Not: The editor’s liver exploded over spring break, so his column
will not appear in this issue. Thank you for your understanding.

flowers and candy are welcome, but please, no tequila.

California Review

Imperial Libertarians

The Darbain

Dustin "The Token Kraut" Frelich
Adam "Better Than Red" Richards
Amanda "Not Related to Shaw" Steele

Crooked Accountants

Clown has a Hot Girlfriend

Billinger At "D.C. Undercover" Canata

Caligula
Lucas "I Am God And I Have My
Magistrate" Simmons

Computer Hacker
Alberto "Call Me Spanky" Cueto

Henchmen
John "I Have A HOT Girlfriend!" Allison
Jessica "I have a HOT cop3' editor."

Harris
David "My Mom Bakes HOT Cookies!" Peske
"Too Nice to Make Face."

"You just never can get enough
paper.

Clown pleaded with the buildings by a 24/7
sensing device is interfaced into the
the original Readen Metal. A billion dollar
structurally feasible human hand in a
the Western culture. Unbeknownst to many.

"Remote control of the buildings by a 24/7
sensing device is interfaced into the
the original Readen Metal. A billion dollar
structurally feasible human hand in a
the Western culture. Unbeknownst to many.

To the unabetted eye, "Untitled," the
work of sculptor Aragon was made
the surprise announcement that it
will be instantaneously toasted.

"Look at how much slack everyone cuts
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More People To Make Fun Of

Bush: Regime Change Necessary in Sacramento
Rogue golden state must not defy the will of the nation

Jimmy Hetfield
Metallicus Maximus

After the successful invasion of Baghdad and execution of Saddam Hussein, the Bush administration is now turning its attention to the rogue state of California, whose socialist policies and fiscal mismanagement have proven to be a clear and present danger to the citizens of the United States.

Following last November’s unsuccessful attempt to restore fiscal responsibility to Sacramento, Bush has decided that regime change by force is necessary.

“I will not sit idly by as Gray Davis sinks the strongest facet of our nation’s economy,” said President Bush aboard Air Force One. “He has defied the will of the United States by retaining his socialist monstrosity, and if he chooses not to disarm, then we’ll have to do the job for him.”

Gov. Davis has remained defiant of each congressional resolution demanding that California reduce social spending and regulations to a reasonable amount in order to resuscitate its flailing economy, which is hindering the national economy as a whole.

“Lies! All lies!” said an angry Davis while meeting with his war cabinet. “The U.S. budgetary inspector Jimmy Carter has found no wrong-doings so far. This is yet another example of American imperialism, to think we as a sovereign state are somehow allied with them.”

Hopes held in an inspections regime led by former President Carter have proven useless, as it turns out he’s a bigger socialist than Davis.

“Yes, Davis is an idiot, and maybe something of a Commie, but gosh dang it, something in my heart tells me he’s doing the right thing,” said Carter as he worked on a house for the Calif. division of habitats for humanities. He apparently redoubled his efforts upon discovering the house he’s building is actually Davis’ new summer-time retreat.

The United Nations, led by France, has also voiced their opposition to the imminent strike.

“We as an intellectual and far superior civilization must condemn the American coalition’s unilateral action upon this sovereign state,” said French President Jacques sh’Iraq. “They must give the inspectors more time.”

Such rumblings have fallen upon deaf ears in the State Department, however, as they have ever since they realized that France is really just a fourth rate power with a severe inferiority complex.

“Who the hell do these morons think they are?” said Secretary of State Colin Powell. “What coalition? What sovereignty? This is our own damn country; I wish those damned frogs would keep their mouths shut for once.”

Records indicating a drastically discounted export of wine from California to France helps explain French interest in this internal matter.

“Just as it was proven that the French only objected to military action in Iraq was driven by lucrative financial deals with that corrupt government, they have relied upon California wine ever since we ‘accidentally’ peppered half their vineyards with napalm,” said California Review analyst Karl Strauss.

Do you think the A.S. Council demonstrates that truth really is stranger than fiction?

Shouldn’t the Committee for World Democracy favor Democracy in other parts of the World, like Iraq?

Wanna see your commie cultural awareness professor become acquainted with the culture of the Gulag?

Then join the California Review, because we’re right.